**UE Local 301’s Spring Training**

UE Local 301 has been busy this spring, with "spring training" to get in fishing hole for the season that lies ahead. The union and the local are both busy preparing for the upcoming fishing season. The union is working hard to ensure that the fishing conditions are satisfied, while the local is focusing on maintaining the necessary infrastructure for a successful season.

**Portland, Ore.**—UE Local 301 workers strike in support of their colleagues in San Francisco. The strike is in response to the company's refusal to negotiate on key issues, including wage increases and improved working conditions.

**Henderson, Ohio—UE Local 301 and UAW have won a big win package increase for workers in the Ohio Brass Co. plant in Henderson and Newtown.**

**Washington, D.C.—As World Health Day is observed at the AFL-CIO headquarters, particularly the AFL-CIO headquarters, there is a call for solidarity and a fight for better health care for all Americans.**

**Pacesetters**

Humphrey Reveals Why He Switched

Why did Humphrey switch from the Democratic Party to the Democratic Party? The answer lies in the vision of a new, progressive America. Humphrey's decision was driven by his commitment to social justice and his belief in the importance of working-class politics. By switching, he became a key figure in revitalizing the Democratic Party and moving it towards a more progressive agenda.

**Fight GE’s ‘Get Tough’ Policy in Local Works**

Not content with a wage freeze that also automatically cuts its members' benefits, GE in the Ridgemont Works has in recent weeks collected a program of speed up's in its different plants to get more work out of its workers, while at the same time it is withholding part of the gains due to workers. The union is calling for a nationwide strike to support the workers' rights.

**Update Craftsmen Meet in Syracuse**

Skilled tradesmen and technicians gathered last week for a meeting in Syracuse, New York, to discuss ways and means to break through the wage freeze that has affected their wages. It was expected that skilled workers would demand higher wages and better working conditions. The meeting was an opportunity for workers to unite and demand fair treatment.

**3 Week Vacation OK’d**

The United Electrical Workers (UE) union has approved three weeks paid leave for workers, a significant victory for workers' rights. The union's decision is a win for workers' rights and a testament to the power of solidarity in the workplace. Workers can now look forward to a well-deserved break from the stresses of work.
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